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a b s t r a c t 

In an analysis presented in 1909, Poynting (page 546 of [1] ) had shown that for finite elastic defor- 

mations, the lines of greatest extension and contraction are inclined to the diagonals of the rhombus 

into which a square is sheared. The implication of this finding was that when slender structures are 

twisted, they undergo elongation as experimentally verified by Poynting’s measurements with wires [1] . 

While many theoretical analyses have shown the possibility of Poynting and reverse (inverse) Poynting 

effect [2–7] , measurements of such effects are rather sparse [8–11] . We present here measurements of a 

highly nonlinear Poynting effect, including its reversal from positive to negative (elongation to compres- 

sion) direction during torsion. Such atypical behavior is exhibited by a rather exceptional material system 

that has a pantographic internal structure. For this material system, the classical Cauchy-type continuum 

model fails and a 2nd gradient continuum model is necessary to describe many of its deformation be- 

haviors. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

The Poynting effect under torsion can be detected as either

elongation, shortening or volume change of the sample, or as a

measured axial reaction force in the case the sample is prevented

from elongation or shortening. Since the original work of Poynting

[1] , a positive (elongation) effect under torsion have been observed

for elastomers [8,11] as well as for certain gels [10] . In contrast

to that, recent measurements with fiber impregnated semi-flexible

biopolymer gels have shown a negative (compressional) Poynting

effect [9] . Volume changes under quasi-static torsional shearing

have also been observed in glasses [12] and are widely known in

granular materials [13,14] , however, the phenomena in glasses and

most granular materials are typically due to inelastic (irreversible)

deformations and therefore different from the classical Poynting

effect. From the viewpoint of theoretical analysis, the Poynting ef-

fect has been attributed to nonlinear effects of finite strain elas-

ticity [2–7] . Utilizing Mooney’s form of nonlinear elastic constitu-

tive law, the normal force to prevent extension of a right cylinder
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as been shown to vary with the square of the torsional twist for

mall strains [11] . For large strains, this relationship becomes non-

inear [7] . More recent analysis using a 2nd order nonlinear elas-

ic model has shown the possibility of nonlinear inverse Poynting

ffect with a jump instability [5] . Theoretical analyses have also

hown that for particular fiber reinforced materials that exhibit

ransverse isotropy, the direction of the Poynting effect under tor-

ion can evolve from the positive to the negative under large de-

ormations [3,15] . However, such effects have not been measured

o our knowledge even in fiber reinforced materials. Remarkably,

ur recent torsion experiments with 2D plates composed of panto-

raphic lattice structures show highly nonlinear Poynting effects in

hich the measured reaction evolves from tensile to compressive. 

. Pantographic metamaterials 

Material systems with pantographic lattice structures are char-

cterized by two families of orthogonal equally spaced beams in-

erconnected via cylindrical pivots as shown in Fig. 1 . These struc-

ures, realized by using standard devices in additive (3D) printing,

an be described as multiscale material systems. The elastic piv-

ts interconnecting the beams may have diameters ranging from

.6 mm and height 1.0 mm onwards, the constituting beams may

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mechrescom.2018.02.003
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Fig. 1. Schematic of continuum material point, P, with its granular microstructure and the coordinate systems x and x’ . 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the loading and measurement device. 
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ave sections whose dimensions may range from 0.6 mm onwards

nd the distance between pivots may range from 2.0 to 20.0 mm.

s the resolution of the manufacturing techniques improves, such

tructures could be realized at micro-scales with millions of ba-

ic building blocks. Clearly, the investigated pantographic struc-

ure is preconceived and may not appear ordinarily in materials

ormed by currently extant manufacturing or natural processes.

uch considerations could give rise to the perpetual need for dis-

inctions between structure and material. However, it is now well-

ccepted that the response of material system at a certain length-

cale (typically termed macroscopic) is affected by the underly-

ng deformation mechanisms, energy distributions and structures

t smaller scales. In this regard materials formed from particle pre-

ursors (such as geomaterials), show clear manifestations of grain-

cale mechanisms in their behaviors at scales comprising millions

f grains as shown by their wave dispersion and micromorphic

ature [16,17] , and atypical atomic-level deformation mechanisms

an even be observed in complex crystalline material systems [18] .

hus, a material system may be ordained as one which can be

omposed by repeatedly stacking in space a building block of cer-

ain length scale, which in our case is the primitive lattice square

ormed by the orthogonal beams connected by pivots. 

. Specimen fabrication and torsion tests 

Pantographic lattice specimens with 9 different internal ge-

metries but equal volumetric mass density were fabricated us-

ng polyamide as the precursor material. A 3D computer generated

odel in CAD software SolidWorks (Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks

orporation, Waltham, MA, USA) was used to design the layout of

he pantographic lattice specimens. The physical specimens were

ealized in 3D printer (P 100, EOS GmbH, Munich, Germany) which

ses a laser sintering technology to build-up components layer-

y-layer from fine powders. Polyamide powder of average grain

ize 56 μm was used as the precursor material for these speci-

en. Nine types of specimens with different internal geometries,

ut equal volumetric mass density, were printed. The overall di-

ension of all the specimens was 210 mm × 70 mm. Table 1 gives

he dimensions of the beam cross-section, beam spacing, pivot di-

meter and heights and the stiffness order. The beam and pivot

imensions were varied in these specimens with the aim to un-

erstand the mechanisms and effect of the substructure properties

n the overall behavior of these material systems. 
These specimens were then tested under torsion. A Zwick Z010

esting device controlled by the software TestExpert was used for

he torsion tests. A schematic of the loading and measurement de-

ice is shown in Fig. 2 . The resultant applied axial force was mea-

ured by a load cell Zwick-Serie XforceK that is attached to the

evice. The force transducer is able to record axial forces in the

ange of ±10 kN. The accuracy of the force transducer in the range

20 N was determined to be 0.1% by calibration with standardized

eights. The vertical/axial displacement was set to zero. For the

orsion measurement, a torque sensor (Zwick-Serie M) was used at

he fixed bottom of the traverse. The specimen torsion was induced

ia traction drive on the top of the mounting at the rate 1 °/min.

he torque sensor is able to record moments up to 100 Nm. In ad-

ition, the non-invasive optical measurement device Q-400 (Dan-

ec Dynamics GmbH, Ulm, Germany) was installed to record the

tate of three dimensional deformation. During the deformation

rocess, pictures have been taken every 2 seconds by means of the
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Table 1 

Beam and pivot geometrical properties (mm) and stiffness order. 

Type a b l d h Ixx Iyy J/h Ixx/J/h Stiffness order 

1 2.25 1.6 6 0.9 3 9.22 18.23 0.22 42.14 27.65 

2 2.25 1.6 6 0.9 1 9.22 18.23 0.66 14.05 9.22 

3 1.6 1.6 5.5 0.9 1 6.55 6.55 0.66 9.99 6.55 

4 1.6 1 5 0.9 1 1.60 4.10 0.66 2.44 1.60 

5 1 1 4 0.9 1 1.00 1.00 0.66 1.52 1.00 

6 0.6 0.6 1.75 0.6 1 0.13 0.13 0.13 1.00 0.66 

7 0.8 1.8 4.5 1.3 0.8 4.67 0.92 3.57 1.31 0.86 

8 1.6 0.9 4.5 1.7 1 1.17 3.69 8.35 0.14 0.09 

9 0.7 1.7 4.5 1.7 0.4 3.44 0.58 20.88 0.16 0.11 

Fig. 3. Snapshots of specimen 3 under torsion at twist angles θ = 0, 45 °, 90 °, 135 °, 180 °, 225 °, 270 °, and 315 °, respectively . 
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aforementioned commercial DIC camera system with a resolution

of 1600 × 1200 pixels. 

4. Results and discussion 

Fig. 3 gives the snapshots of a torqued specimen at various

twist angles. The elongation or shortening in the axial direction of

the specimens is restricted during the test and the corresponding

reaction force is measured. Fig. 4 (A) gives the axial reaction force

(Poynting effect) as a function of the square of the normalized

twist angle, θ , for the hardening part of the torque-twist behav-

ior shown in Fig. 4 (B). In the twist angles range shown in the fig-

ures, the specimen exhibits no damage and the behavior remains

recoverable. In contrast to the observed nonlinear behavior for the

tested specimens, the classical Poynting effect is known to show

a linear relationship of axial reaction force with the square of the

twist angle. More significantly, we observe that for some specimen

the positive Poynting effect reverses and, subsequently, becomes

negative as the twist progresses as seen for specimens 1 through 5

(shown separately in the box for clarity). And notably the twist an-

gle at the reversal and transition from positive to negative Poynting

effect varies with internal geometric parameters. 

During the twist of the specimen, two deformation mecha-

nisms and their energetic contributions control the behavior of

this material system. First, the beams forming the lattice undergo

bending to wrap around the specimen’s twist axis into ‘helical’ -

shapes as seen in Fig. 3 ; and second, the two orthogonal family of

beams rotate relative to each other as the interconnecting pivot is

micro-twisted producing macro-shear. The ‘helix’ angle of the de-

formed beams is affected by the relation between energies asso-

ciated with different deformation modes. These deformation ener-

gies depend upon the geometrical and stiffness parameters of the

pantographic lattice, which include the distance between pivots

(lattice cell size), the dimensions of beam cross-section, the pivot

diameter and height (details in the Table 1 ). The consequence of

the helical beam deformation is that the square lattice cells shear

into rhomboid shapes with major axes aligned either primarily to

the axis of rotation resulting in a tendency of overall specimen

elongation or primarily orthogonal to the axis of rotation result-
ng in a tendency of overall specimen shortening. Here the insight

iven to us by the original consideration by Poynting is remarkable.

Clearly, the genesis of the observed atypical nonlinear Poynt-

ng phenomena lies in the relation between energies of deforma-

ion modes which is influenced by the relative flexural stiffness of

he beams and shear stiffness of the pivots in our pantographic

tructure. This mechanical intuition, reinforced by the geometri-

ally based considerations by Poynting, are made precise by the

umerical simulations we have performed using generalized plate

heory proposed in [19] . Fig. 4 (C) gives the stiffness order of the 9

pecimen calculated as the ratio of the beam flexural stiffness to

ivot shear normalized by the stiffness ratio of specimen 5. The

ndication is that for the pantographic lattice structures formed

f relatively soft beams and stiff pivots, a positive Poynting effect

ominates. In these cases, the relative rotations between the con-

ected beams is suppressed while the softer beams bend easily re-

ulting in a larger ‘helix’ angle. As a consequence, the major axis of

he deformed rhomboid cell is aligned to the axis of rotation and

he structure has a tendency to elongate. Since the elongation is

revented in our experiment, a positive reaction force is measured

s is the case of specimens 6–9. On the other hand, for the case

f stiff beams and soft pivots, the beams resist bending while the

elative rotation between the two families of beams is easier as

he pivots are easily sheared resulting in a relatively smaller ‘he-

ix’ angle. Therefore in this case, the major axis of the deformed

homboid shape becomes closer to the direction orthogonal to the

xis of twist leading to shortening of the specimen. Thus a negative

eaction force would be measured as in the case of specimens 1

nd 2. 

For the intermediate cases, the behavior is complex as exempli-

ed by specimens 3–5. In these cases, the two deformation mecha-

isms compete as the overall twist deformation progresses. In the

arly part of the twist, the flexural deformation energy of beams

ppears to dominate while in the later part the shear energy of

ivots dominates. The orthogonal family of beams first bend re-

ulting in a tendency for overall specimen elongation and a posi-

ive Poynting effect. As the twist angle increases, the pivot shear

eformation becomes dominant. The result is that the Poynting ef-

ect first reduces, then reverses and finally becomes negative. Spec-

mens 3 and 5 give a clear demonstration of the two competing
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Fig. 4. (A) Measured Poynting effect for the 9 specimens. (B) Torque-twist behavior for the specimens 1 through 5 that exhibited widely contrasting Poynting behavior 

including reversal from positive to negative Poynting effect. It is notable that the volumetric mass density had negligible variation among specimens 1–5. (C) Stiffness order 

of the 9 specimens calculated by normalizing with the stiffness ratio of specimen 5. 
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Table 2 

Stiffness parameters for the continuum model. 

Type Ke, N/m Kg, Nm Kn, Nm Kt, Nm Ks, N/m Stiffness order 

1 139,0 0 0 0.06 0.35 0.15 0.37 11.34 

2 581,800 0.25 0.27 0.19 0.61 7.16 

3 413,800 0.09 0.19 0.10 0.66 3.80 

4 258,600 0.06 0.09 0.05 0.66 1.84 

5 161,600 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.66 1.00 

6 58,180 0.00 0.02 0.01 1.96 0.10 

7 232,700 0.01 0.10 0.04 2.40 0.50 

8 232,700 0.05 0.07 0.05 2.81 0.38 

9 192,330 0.01 0.05 0.02 4.39 0.15 
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echanisms. Both these specimens have the same pivot geome-

ry, and therefore, the same shear stiffness, however, the beam

tiffness for specimen 3 is almost 6 times larger. Remarkably, this

arge difference in stiffness is achieved by increasing the cross-

ection area by 2.56 times. While the volume of primitive ele-

ents in these material systems scale by the square of their char-

cteristic dimension, the stiffness scales by a power of 4. Thus,

mall changes in micro-dimensions/mechanisms have the potential

o greatly alter the overall behavior. 

For efficient mathematical description and optimization of these

ulti-scalar material systems specific models must be formulated

t every scale. At the macro length scale of our material system,

 particular form of second gradient continuum model is most

uitable [19] . The need of enhanced continuum models are being

ncreasingly recognized for describing unusual material behavior

20,21] . In the approach implemented here, the pantographic lat-

ice is modeled as a 2D continuum with a suitable internal struc-

ure which is made latent by imposing certain internal constraints

19] . In this approach, the kinematic variables of the lattice are ex-

ressed in terms of the coarse descriptors of deformations rele-

ant to 2D generalized plate continua. The strain energy function

f the 2D body is then constructed in terms of the coarse descrip-

ors and results in the introduction of five stiffness constants for

he continuum body, which are related to the elongation Ke, twist-

ng Kt, normal and geodesic bending, Kn and Kg, of the beam la-

ent in the REV, as well as the shear stiffness Ks of the pivots la-

ent in the REV (see [22] for identification of the continuum con-

tants in terms of the beams and pivot properties). The resultant

nd gradient model has been solved using COMSOL Multiphysics

nite-element software for obtaining the theoretical predictions in
ig. 5 . Table 2 gives the stiffness parameters used to mimic the

ehavior of specimen 1 through 9 by changing the stiffness order.

ig. 5 shows that the 2nd gradient model particularly conceived for

he investigated material system also predicts the observed Poynt-

ng effect reversal reported in this letter. This heuristic continuum

odel has a representation of bending and shear stiffness relevant

o our material system although the direct connection to the beam

nd pivot stiffnesses have not been made. Remarkably the predic-

ions follow similar trend of stiffness order as the experiments as

een from Fig. 4 (C) demonstrating that such metamaterial systems

an indeed be tuned. The study has demonstrated that materials

ith nonlinear reversible Poynting effect can indeed be realized.

he ability to harness the Poynting effect is critical for the design

f soft materials and biological tissues functioning under large de-

ormations [5,9,10] . 
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Fig. 5. (A) Predicted Poynting effect utilizing a 2nd gradient continuum model. (B) Predicted torque-twist behavior for the specimens 1 through 5 that exhibited widely 

contrasting Poynting behavior including reversal from positive to negative Poynting effect. Inset shows an example simulated deformed configuration at 360 °. 
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